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Abstract

Background: The reduction of finger joint space width (JSW) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is strongly
associated with joint destruction. Treatment with certolizumab pegol (CZP), a PEGylated anti-TNF, has been proven
to be effective in RA patients. The computer-aided joint space analysis (CAJSA) provides the semiautomated
measurement of joint space width at the metacarpal-phalangeal joints (MCP) based on hand radiographs. The aim
of this post hoc analysis of the RAPID 1 trial was to quantify MCP joint space distance (JSD-MCP) measured by
CAJSA between baseline and week 52 in RA patients treated with certolizumab pegol (CZP) plus methotrexate
(MTX) compared with MTX/placebo.

Methods: Three hundred twenty-eight patients were included in the post hoc analysis and received placebo plus
MTX, CZP 200mg plus MTX and CZP 400mg plus MTX. All patients underwent X-rays of the hand at baseline and
week 52 as well as assessment of finger joint space narrowing of the MCP using CAJSA (Version 1.3.6; Sectra; Sweden).
The joint space width (JSW) was expressed as mean joint space distance of the MCP joints I to V (JSD-MCPtotal).

Results: The MTX group showed a significant reduction of joint space of − 4.8% (JSD-MCPtotal), whereas in patients
treated with CZP 200mg/MTX and CZP 400mg/MTX a non-significant change (JSD-MCPtotal + 0.6%) was observed.
Over 52 weeks, participants with DAS28 remission (DAS28≤ 2.6) exhibited a significant joint space increase of + 3.3%
(CZP 200mg plus MTX) and + 3.9% (CZP pegol 400mg plus MTX).

Conclusion: CZP plus MTX did not reduce JSD-MCPtotal estimated by CAJSA compared with MTX/placebo.
Furthermore, clinical remission (DAS28≤ 2.6) in patients treated with CZP plus MTX was associated with an increasing
JSD, indicating radiographic remission in RA.
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Key message

� Treatment with certolizumab pegol is associated
with the absence of joint space narrowing as
detected by computer-aided joint space analysis
(CASJA).

� Clinical remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6) is associated with
finger joint space widening in RA patients treated
with certolizumab pegol.

� Clinical remission in combination with finger joint
space widening represents radiological remission in
RA.

� The improvement of HAQ-DI is related to an in-
creased finger joint space width which corresponded
with an improved joint function.

Background
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory dis-
ease characterized by persistent synovitis which ultim-
ately leads to the destruction of articular structure and
subchondral bone [1]. The joints involved most fre-
quently are the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints of the
hands, the wrists and small joints of the feet. In estab-
lished RA, radiographs reveal joint space narrowing as a
result of cartilage loss and characteristic erosions of the
bone.
Currently, radiographic scoring systems, especially the

modified Sharp/van der Heijde scoring (SHS), are the
gold standard for the evaluation of joint space width
(JSW) in studies and clinical routine [2]. Due to the
introduction of effective RA therapy strategies such as
biological and targeted synthetic disease-modifying anti-
rheumatic drugs (DMARDs), traditional scoring
methods may fail to detect differences of radiographic
progression between treatment and placebo groups [3].
In the last years, different computer-based techniques

were developed to assess finger JSW using hand radio-
graphs [4–6]. One of these methods is the new
computer-aided joint space analysis (CAJSA, Version
1.3.6; Sectra; Sweden), which conducts semi-automated
measurements of joint space distances (JSD) at the
metacarpal-phalangeal joints (MCP) by using digitized
hand radiographs. In recent studies, CAJSA has been re-
ported to detect and quantify joint space narrowing of
MCP as typical RA-related radiographic changes [7–9].
In addition, the CAJSA-technique was able to differenti-
ate between treatment groups, whereas the Sharp Score
did not show any significant changes [9]. The superior
performance of CAJSA is based on a high reproduci-
bility (interradiographic reproducibility 0.63% and
intraradiographic reproducibility 0.38% for digital X-
rays) [10] as well as a high sensitivity of 88.1% and
specificity of 77.8% for the measurement of joint
space narrowing in RA [8].

The aim of this post hoc analysis based of the RAPID
(Rheumatoid Arthritis Prevention of Structural Damage)
1 trial [11] was the quantification of joint space distance
(JSD) of MCP (JSD-MCP) measured by CAJSA between
baseline and week 52 for the placebo/methotrexate
(MTX) group compared to certolizumab pegol (CZP)
200 mg plus MTX and CZP 400mg plus MTX. Add-
itionally, the JSD-MCP values were evaluated in patients
with clinical remission (Disease Activity Score {DAS}
28 ≤ 2.6) and without clinical remission (DAS28 > 2.6)
under the treatment with CZP 200mg/MTX versus CZP
400mg/MTX.

Methods
Study population
The post hoc analysis encompassed a total of 328 RA
patients included in the 52-week, phase III, multicentre,
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-
group trial RAPID 1 trial [11]. Patients had received pla-
cebo plus MTX (N = 31), CZP 200mg plus MTX (N =
149) or CZP 400mg plus MTX (N = 148).
Radiographs of the hands (anteroposterior) and feet

(posteroanterior) were obtained at baseline and week 52.
The images have been checked regarding quality as de-
scribed by Pfeil et al. [12], and 17 patients were excluded
because of not measurable JSW by CASJA. Clinical remis-
sion was assessed based on DAS28 (DAS28 ≤ 2.6) [13].

Measurement of JSW by CASJA
All subjects underwent measurements of the JSD at the
MCP joints (thumb to small finger; JSD-MCP) using the
CAJSA technology (Radiogrammetry Kit, Version 1.3.6;
Sectra; Sweden). The measurement started with the posi-
tioning of the region of interest to specify a particular joint
to be measured. This is the only operator-dependent pro-
cedure in the entire measurement process. All CAJSA
measurements were performed by the same operator. The
CAJSA software is based on automatic edge filtering
within the region of interest identifying the specified
bones and their cortical edges. This was followed by calcu-
lation of the mean average and the standard deviation by
the CAJSA software. The JSD measurements for each ar-
ticulation and for all MCP joints (from thumb to the small
finger) were given in centimetre. A total JSD-MCP (JSD-
MCPtotal) was calculated.
All images and treatment regimens were blinded to

the assessor.
The joint space narrowing (JSN) scoring using the

modified Sharp/van der Heijde scoring depended on
the smallest point in the joint space [2], whereas
CAJSA-JSD measurements quantify the mean JSD in
a predefined interval.
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Radiographic scoring
The radiographic scoring was performed as published by in
the RAPID 1 trial using the modified total Sharp score
(mTTS), including the erosion score (ES) and JSN score [11].

Statistical analysis
We used the Mann-Whitney U test to compare baseline
characteristics between the three treatment groups (pla-
cebo/MTX, CZP 200mg/MTX, CZP 400mg/MTX). To
compare the radiographic scoring by mTTS and JSW as
measured by CAJSA between baseline and week 52, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied. Additionally, the
DAS28 (erythrocyte sedimentation rate; DAS28-ESR)
was used to quantify clinical remission. The study cohort
was stratified in patients with clinical remission
(DAS28 ≤ 2.6) and without clinical remission (DAS28 >
2.6). The differences were also compared with the Wil-
coxon signed-rank test. Finally, the JSD-MCP was com-
pared in patients with an improved Health Assessment
Questionnaire Disability Index (HAQ-DI) to patients
without any improvement of the HAQ-DI. The Mann-
Whitney U test was used to compare both groups.
Further, P values < 0.05 were considered as statistically signifi-

cant. Statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS® version
24.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Chicago, IL, USA), for Windows.

Results
Baseline characteristics (for details, see Table 1)
The post hoc analysis included 328 RA patients (265
women and 63 men) with a mean age of 51.2 ± 10.7 years
and a mean disease duration of 6.0 ± 4.0 years. There were
no significant differences between the groups at baseline
with regard to rheumatoid factor (RF) positivity, c-reactive

protein (CRP), ESR (1st hour), DAS28-ESR, health assess-
ment questionnaire (HAQ), mTSS, ES and JSN.

Radiographic progression over 52 weeks
For the placebo/MTX-arm, a non-significant change of
mTSS from 26.4 ± 32.2 Sharp units (baseline) to 27.4 ±
31.8 Sharp units (week 52) was evaluated. A similar result
was observed for JSN (16.7 ± 19.2 Sharp units [baseline] to
17.8 ± 21.1 Sharp units [week 52]; P < 0.05) and ES (9.2 ±
15.6 Sharp units [baseline] to 9.7 ± 17.1 Sharp units [week
52]; P = n. s.). Regarding CZP 200mg/MTX, a non-
significant increase was revealed for mTSS (32.3 ± 36.8
Sharp units [baseline] to 32.8 ± 36.9 Sharp units [week
52]), JSN (20.8 ± 23.0 Sharp units [baseline] to 20.9 ± 21.7
Sharp units [week 52]) and ES (11.2 ± 15.8 Sharp units
[baseline] to 11.6 ± 16.2 Sharp units [week 52]). The CZP
400mg/MTX-arm showed a decrease of mTSS (29.3 ±
36.1 Sharp units [baseline] to 29.2 ± 35.8 Sharp units
[week 52], P < n. s.) and ES (11.6 ± 17.6 Sharp units [base-
line] to 11.5 ± 17.4 Sharp units [week 52], P < n. s.) as well
as a stable JSN (17.6 ± 20.3 Sharp units [baseline] and
17.6 ± 20.4 Sharp units [week 52], P < n. s.).

JSW over 52 weeks
Patients treated with placebo/MTX showed a significant
joint space reduction of − 4.8% for JSD-MCPtotal from
0.151 ± 0.028 cm (baseline) to 0.144 ± 0.033 cm (week 52).
For participants who received CZP 400mg/MTX, a non-
significant change (+ 0.6%) of JSD-MCPtotal from 0.146 ±
0.034 cm (baseline) to 0.147 ± 0.036 cm (week 52) was ob-
served. No reduction of JSD was also evaluated for the CZP
200mg/MTX-arm (JSD-MCPtotal: 0.147 ± 0.035 cm [base-
line] to 0.147 ± 0.036 cm [week 52]).

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of the study population regarding the treatment groups (MTX methotrexate, CZP certolizumab
pegol, SD standard deviation, RF rheuma factor, CRP C-reactive protein, ESR erythocyte sedimentation rate, DAS28 Disease Activity
Score 28, HAQ-DI Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index, mTSS modified total Sharp score, ES erosion score and JSN joint
space narrowing score)

Placebo/MTX CZP 200mg/MTX CZP 400mg/MTX

Patient characteristics Number 31 149 148

Women 26 116 123

Men 5 33 25

Age (in years) mean ± SD 51.1 ± 10.4 50.6 ± 11.2 51.9 ± 10.3

Disease duration (in years), mean ± SD 6.5 ± 3.9 6.3 ± 4.3 5.6 ± 3.9

RF positive 77.4% 80.5% 84.5%

Disease activity status CRP (in mg/l), mean ± SD 21.2 ± 15.9 23.8 ± 26.7 23.5 ± 31.1

ESR (1st hour) in mm, mean ± SD 50.4 ± 22.1 48.9 ± 24.5 46.2 ± 21.2

DAS28-ESR, mean ± SD 6.9 ± 0.9 6.7 ± 0.8 6.8 ± 0.8

HAQ-DI, mean ± SD 1.6 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.6

Radiographic status mTSS (Sharp units) mean ± SD 26.4 ± 32.2 32.3 ± 36.8 29.6 ± 36.1

ES (Sharp units) mean ± SD 9.2 ± 15.6 11.2 ± 15.8 11.6 ± 17.6

JSN (Sharp units) mean ± SD 16.7 ± 19.2 20.8 ± 23.0 17.6 ± 20.3
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JSW and DAS (for details, see Tables 2 and 3 as well as
Fig. 1)
Patients treated with CZP 200mg/MTX and a DAS28
remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6) showed a significant joint space
increase of + 5.9% for JSD-MCPtotal from 0.153 ± 0.030
cm (baseline) to 0.162 ± 0.031 cm (week 52). This was
also applicable for the CZP 400mg/MTX group and
DAS28 remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6), yielding a significant
(p < 0.05) joint space increase of JSD-MCPtotal + 3.3%
from 0.152 ± 0.031 cm (baseline) to 0.157 ± 0.034 cm
(week 52).
For patients under CZP 400mg/MTX who did not

reach DAS28 remission (DAS28 > 2.6), a non-significant
(p = n. s.) change of JSD-MCPtotal from 0.145 ± 0.034 cm
(baseline) to 0.144 ± 0.036 cm (week 52) was observed. A
similar result was evaluated for the CZP 200mg/MTX-
arm (JSD-MCPtotal: 0.146 ± 0.037 cm [baseline] to
0.143 ± 0.037 cm [week 52]).

JSW and HAQ
Patients with an improvement of the HAQ-DI over 52
weeks presented a significant wider JSW (JSD-MCPtotal:
0.148 ± 0.036 cm; + 4.2%) and CZP 400mg/MTX (JSD-
MCPtotal: 0.149 ± 0.03 cm; + 9.6%) compared to patients
without an HAQ-DI improvement (CZP 200mg/MTX:
JSD-MCPtotal: 0.142 ± 0.038 cm; CZP 400mg/MTX: JSD-
MCPtotal: 0.136 ± 0.047 cm).

Discussion
The aim of this post hoc analysis of a study subset of the
RAPID 1 trial was to evaluate JSD-MCP as measured by
CAJSA in RA patients treated with placebo/MTX versus
CZP 200mg/MTX and CZP 400mg/MTX. Additionally,
JSD-MCP was evaluated focusing on the impact of clin-
ical remission.

The study revealed a non-significant change of radio-
graphic progression as detected by mTSS, ES and JSN
depending on the three treatment arms, whereas the
CAJSA technique was able to quantify differences of
JSW regarding the treatment with placebo/MTX versus
CZP 200mg/MTX and CZP 400mg/MTX. In the head-
to-head comparison of the Sharp JSN score and the
measurement of JSD by CAJSA concerning the quantifi-
cation of therapeutic effects on finger JSW, the Sharp
JSN score was not able to detect changes of JSW. The
detailed analysis of JSW could only be carried out with
the CAJSA [9].
Further, the study presented a significant joint space

reduction of JSD-MCPtotal with − 4.8% over 52 weeks in
patients only treated with placebo plus MTX. Similar re-
sults were described for MTX compared to leflunomide
(LEF) using the CAJSA technique demonstrating an ad-
vanced joint space reduction [9]. Structural joint damage
and radiographic progression are reflected by an in-
creased joint space narrowing [14]. Radiographic pro-
gression is described by the change of radiographic
scoring between two time points and can be detected by
different established scoring techniques [15, 16] as well
as the computer-aided quantification of finger JSW by
CAJSA [7–9].
The treatment of RA with TNF alpha inhibitors re-

sulted in a remarkable inhibition of radiographic pro-
gression and structural damage [17]. For example,
Atsumi et al. showed a significant reduction of joint
space narrowing (JSN) evaluated by the modified total
Sharp score (mTSS) in RA patients treated with CZP
[18]. The data of our post hoc analysis revealed no sig-
nificant changes of JSD-MCP over 52 weeks for both
CZP groups.
Consequently, the non-significant change of JSD-MCP

is a surrogate marker for structural integrity, defined by

Table 2 Changes of finger JSD of MCP joints (from thumb to little finger) based on DAS28 remission in RA patients treated with
CZP 200 mg plus MTX (*P < 0.01; **P = n. s.)

Finger joint space distance Baseline, mean (SD) in mm Week 52, mean (SD) in mm Difference

DAS28 ≤ 2.6 JSD-MCPthumb 0.150 ± 0.041 0.163 ± 0.032 + 8.7%*

JSD-MCPindex finger 0.154 ± 0.042 0.168 ± 0.035 + 9.1%*

JSD-MCPmiddle finger 0.160 ± 0.040 0.164 ± 0.042 + 2.5%*

JSD-MCPring finger 0.157 ± 0.039 0.158 ± 0.040 + 0.6%**

JSD-MCPlittle 0.147 ± 0.035 0.157 ± 0.037 + 6.8%*

JSD-MCPtotal 0.153 ± 0.030 0.162 ± 0.031 + 5.9%*

DAS28 > 2.6 JSD-MCPthumb 0.143 ± 0.038 0.140 ± 0.040 − 2.0%**

JSD-MCPindex finger 0.153 ± 0.066 0.150 ± 0.067 − 1.9%*

JSD-MCPmiddle finger 0.148 ± 0.053 0.146 ± 0.051 − 1.4%**

JSD-MCPring finger 0.146 ± 0.038 0.145 ± 0.037 − 0.6%**

JSD-MCPlittle 0.137 ± 0.039 0.135 ± 0.042 − 1.5% **

JSD-MCPtotal 0.146 ± 0.037 0.143 ± 0.037 − 2.1%**
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Table 3 Changes of finger JSD of MCP (from thumb to little finger) based on DAS28 remission for RA patients treated with CZP 400
mg plus MTX (*P < 0.01; **P = n. s)

Finger joint space distance Baseline
mean (SD)
in mm

Week 52
mean (SD)
in mm

Difference

DAS28 ≤ 2.6 JSD-MCPthumb 0.147 ± 0.044 0.147 ± 0.051 0%**

JSD-MCPindex finger 0.160 ± 0.060 0.169 ± 0.055 + 5.6%*

JSD-MCPmiddle finger 0.157 ± 0.038 0.162 ± 0.038 + 3.2%*

JSD-MCPring finger 0.153 ± 0.024 0.156 ± 0.022 + 2.0%*

JSD-MCPlittle 0.142 ± 0.031 0.148 ± 0.033 + 4.2%*

JSD-MCPtotal 0.152 ± 0.033 0.157 ± 0.034 + 3.3%*

DAS28 > 2.6 JSD-MCPthumb 0.147 ± 0.042 0.146 ± 0.043 − 0.7%**

JSD-MCPindex finger 0.149 ± 0.061 0.147 ± 0.063 − 1.3%**

JSD-MCPmiddle finger 0.139 ± 0.049 0.139 ± 0.054 0%**

JSD-MCPring finger 0.147 ± 0.036 0.148 ± 0.038 + 0.7%**

JSD-MCPlittle 0.142 ± 0.033 0.142 ± 0.039 0%**

JSD-MCPtotal 0.145 ± 0.034 0.144 ± 0.036 − 0.7%**

Fig. 1 Changes of JSD-MCPtotal between baseline and week 52 stratified for clinical remission as measured by DAS28 for a CZP 200mg plus MTX
and b CZP 400mg plus MTX
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zero radiographic progression [3, 14, 19]. With the intro-
duction of biological and targeted synthetic DMARDs,
the conventional radiographic scoring systems seem to
be impaired in detecting radiographic changes and struc-
tural preservation [3, 19, 20]. The insensitivity of the
conventional scoring is potentially explainable by a short
treatment period of the placebo group with an escape to
the treatment group following by a low radiographic
progression rate in the control group [19, 20]. On the
other hand, the computer-aided analysis of hand radio-
graphs including the measurement of finger JSW seems
to be more sensitive in the detection of minimal changes
during radiographic progression [9, 21, 22].
Clinical remission is the treatment target in RA [23]. In

our analysis, patients with DAS28 remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6)
showed a significant joint space increase of + 3.3% (CZP 200
mg/MTX) and + 3.9% (CZP 400mg/MTX) over 52weeks.
As generally known, joint destruction in RA is comprised of
cartilage and bone damage, which can be evaluated radio-
graphically separately by the joint space narrowing (JSN) and
erosion (ERO) scores, both of which are assessed separately
when employing the total Sharp score (TSS) and its modifi-
cation [24]. Aletaha et al. postulated that in RA patients’ car-
tilage, damage appears to be the more clearly associated with
irreversible physical disability than bony damage [25]. The
increase of JSD-MCP in RA patients with DAS28 remission
could be assumed as a surrogate marker for repairing of
damaged cartilage and joint. However, repair of bone ero-
sions, defined as regression of erosion scores in RA patients,
could be detected with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[26]. In detail, T1ρ mapping-based MRI strongly correlates
with collagen/proteoglycan changes of the cartilage. Ku et al.
reported an improved cartilage matrix health as measured by
T1ρ mapping in RA patients under the treatment with CZP
compared to MTX [27]. Consequently, healing of cartilage is
potentially associated with reduced radiographic progression
in RA.
Unfortunately, the current available scoring methods

(e.g. Sharp score) were not able to detect reparative joint
changes. The quantified increase of JSW as measured by
CAJSA in combination with a clinical remission of RA
represented potentially healing effects of the cartilage
and confirmed the radiographic remission. In this con-
text, this result should be verified by other imaging mo-
dalities (e.g. MRI of the cartilage) or histological studies
of the cartilage.
Our study demonstrated a wider joint space in patients

with an improved HAQ-DI over 52 weeks compared to
patients without a HAQ-DI improvement. Aletaha et al.
and Smolen et al. showed that in patients with estab-
lished RA [25] and early RA [28], the cartilage damage
evaluated by joint space narrowing is more associated
with impairment of physical functioning than bone
erosions.

Our post hoc analysis demonstrated radiographic re-
mission with joint space widening under the treatment
with CZP. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study evaluating computer-aided measurements of finger
JSW in patients treated with biologic DMARDs. There-
fore, further studies are required with different sub-
stances (e.g. targeted synthetic DMARDs) to verify
radiological remission.
As a potential limitation of our study, the influence of

X-ray imaging parameters as well as joint gap width detec-
tion should be discussed. In this context, an experimental
study revealed no significant influence of the image acqui-
sition protocol on measurement JSD [29]. Additionally,
the CAJSA-system checked the image quality and stopped
the measurements if the image quality was poor and if
there was a misalignment of the joints. Furthermore,
CAJSA measurement of JSD is influenced by a hand rota-
tion of more than 15° [10] which corresponded to an ob-
lique projection [10]. In our study, we did not use oblique
hand radiographs for CAJSA-JSD measurements.

Conclusion
In conclusion, radiographic progression is detectable by
conventional scoring methods and CAJSA. CAJSA allows
sufficient quantification of structural integrity, reflecting
the inhibition of joint space narrowing under treatment
with CZP. Furthermore, clinical remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6)
was associated with an increasing joint space width which
indicates radiographic remission in RA.
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